
Divided-Back Post Cards. A Clarification 
by Chev. Dr. Giovanni Bonello. LLD. KM. 

To the best of my knowledge, collectors and historians believed that, in Malta, 
it was only in March 1906 that the postal mthorities started allowing a written 
message, besides the address, on the back of picture postcards. Before that, the 
back of the postcard could only be used for the address; any other message or 
communication would have to be crammed on the picture side. If the sender wrote 
anything else on the back, besides the address, the postcard would be charged at 
the full letter rate. This restriction explains why, at the turn of the century, postcards 
did not have a dividing line printed on the back. 

On March 2, 1906, a notice in the Malta Government Gazette officially relaxed 
this rule (Fig. 1). Postcards mailed in Malta and addressed overseas could hence 
forth be sent prepaid at the postcard rate, even if a message was written on the left 
hand side of the card's back. This rule applied to cards sent from Malta to many 
overseas countries, but not all. The Postmaster General warned specifically that 
the USA and Japan did not allow this, and would tax such cards as 'insufficiently 
paid letters'. The Government notice listed those countries that accepted 'divided
backs'. 

The same notice also allowed postcards mailed in Malta for local delivery, to 
have both the message (on the left hand side) and the address (on the right). Finally 
the divided-back acquired legitimacy. 

It has already been noted elsewhere that the prolific photographer Saverio 
Lorenzo Cassar had, since 1905, started marketing postcards printed with a divided 
back, probably sensing the reform in the air. But those seen used before 1906 went 
through the mail as normal undivided-backs (not with standing the printed central 
line), i.e. the address was written across the whole card, disregarding the central 
line, and no message was included (Fig. 2). These Cassar postcards have, on the 
top of the left hand segment, the inscription "For Inland Postage only, this space 
may be used for communication". Despite Cassar' s premature instructions, the 
official government notice allowing this use, had not yet been formally enacted. 

Similarly Malta cards by Raphael Tuck & Sons printed in the U.K. had divided 
backs possibly as early as 1902; but, again, those known postally used in Malta 
before 1906 are known only with the address handwritten on the back, over the (by 
then still useless) central line. 

Recently, in a private collection, I came across an S .L. Cassar item, fully and 
properly used as a divided-back postcard (message on the left, address on the right). 
It is posted in Valletta and addressed to Sliema. Though the stamp has unfortunately 
been removed (it was cancelled by a Valletta cancellor), two very clear circular 
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date-stamps applied in Sliema, show conclusively that this card was, for all intents 
and purpose, used as a full "divided-back" as early as the end of May 1905 (Fig. 
3). The final delivery, for some unknown reason, only occurred on June 8, 1905. 
Maybe the puzzled postman waited for instructions from head office. 

This is the only card I know of used as divided-back a full ten months before 
the revolutionary Government notice of March 2, 1906. 

Fig. I. 
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Fig. 2. Divided-back postcard used in 1905 as undivided back (author's collection) 

Fig. 3. Divided-back postcard used in 1905 (private collection, Malta) 
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